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NET WORK S AND SPA CE

(from Zuckerman, JEL, June 2003)

Can analysis of network s shed light on observed behaviour and
outcomes of activity on an Economic Network (EN)?
Well, yes, sometimes.

Three concepts of ENs:

1. as concentr ated exchange

2. as pr imordial affiliation

3. as structures of mutual orient ation.

An EN can be described as “a set of nodes and a patter n of ties
among such nodes”, but this begs five ques tions.
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What is an Economic Network (EN)?

Six ques tions:

1. What is a node?

2. How is the boundary of the set of nodes defined?

3. What is a tie?

4. What is a patter n?

5. When is a network an EN, and not jus t a Social Network
(SN)?

6. When is the network meaningful (wit h causal
implications) for economics outcomes?
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1. Network Nodes

What is a node?

There are two main types of node in an EN:

— human beings

— org anisations

but possibly other s: the countr y, the industr y, the firm, the
innovation, and the product.

Need to specify how nodes relat e to act ors: is the link explicit
and justified?

a. aggregation — common effects or common causes

b. nodes proxy for unobserved act ors.
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2. Delimiting the Set of Nodes

Two ques tions about the “boundary specification problem:”

a. are the rules for including or excluding nodes sensible?

b. do the rules gener ate dat a that are not artefacts of those
rules? e.g.?

There are two broad approaches:

1. the “nominalist” approach — the set comes from a prior i
cr iter ia

2. the “realis t” approach — actor s (nodes) are included if
they are judged relevant by the actor s themsel ves

e.g. an analysis of competit ors in an indus try:

nominalis t: use an ANZSIC code at a particular fineness
(number of digits)

realis t: look for evidence among the actor s on who’s in and out
— Erick son’s “snowball” sampling approach
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Boundar y Specification cont.

The Realis t approach:

— include relevant nodes, and exclude irrelevant nodes,

— but this is likel y to be highl y contingent to time and place

— and moreover the data collection method might skew the
boundar ies.

e.g. who is around to be asked?
who will respond to the surve y?

Two fur ther boundary issues:

c. single type of actor, or two types? (One mode or two?)
e.g. buyer or seller or possibly bot h?

d. the “node specification” problem of death and birth
e.g. firms are bor n, fir ms merge, firms exit
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One- or Two-Mode Network s?

Social Network (SN) analysis is gener al of “one-mode
network s,” that is, for instance, every act or (node) might both
potentiall y “send” and “receive” a tie of interes t to every other
act or, wit h no a prior i typing.

But ENs are usuall y “two-mode network s:” wit h two types of
nodes: either “sender” or “receiver” nodes, but not “send” AND

“receive” nodes.
e.g. direct ors and boards they sit on.

So markets are “int erfaces” between, say, buyer s and sellers.

∴ the EN modeller must gener ally delimit two sets of nodes:
“buyer s” and “sellers”

or : sometimes no clear-cut distinction in an EN:

e.g. trader s on eBay can both buy and sell (one-mode), but
mos t specialise.
Nonet heless, the patt ern of specialisation might be significant.
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The Meaning of the Absence of a Tie?

Q: How to int erpret the absence of a tie (of a specific kind)
between two nodes, when absence

— eit her indicat es impossibility? or

— or indicat es act ors’ choice not to tie?
e.g. sexual contacts?

Moreover, what do inter-fir m relations mean?

— another for m of network tie?
using reliance on network s to predict the location
of the firm’s boundar ies, or

— somet hing dif ferent from market integ ration?
qualit ative increase in commitment → need a
theor y of the firm to anal yse ENs.
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Ties? Patt erns? EN v. SN? → Q6

3 + 4 + 5 →

6. What manner of orient ation among the nodes is meaningful
suc h that it consitutes a str ucture that has causal implications for
outcomes of interes t?

A network is an EN if it has effects on future events that are
considered economic.

An EN is of interes t if it cannot be fully reduced to the set of
cons trained choices made by act ors, that is, a complet e account
requires attention to the str ucture of the EN and its patter ns.

“manner of orient ation” among nodes →
— tie definition:

infinit e possibilities of what the ties model;

— and patter n:
centr al to the anal ysis of ENs.
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Patt ern is Centr al to Anal ysis of ENs

Two meanings of “network:”

— the patter n of ties among a set of nodes, or

— a high degree of patt ern in the ties among nodes, with a
specific theoretical or empir ical meaning.
e.g. network v. market
e.g. network v. org anisation

EN: “any collection of actor s (N > 2) that pursue repeat ed,
endur ing exchange relationships with one another and, at the
same time, lack a legitimat e org anisational aut hority to arbitr ate
and resol ve disput es that might arise during the exchange.” —
self-org anisation
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Four Approaches to ENs

I. Ties as market exchanges.
The EN is more patt erned or concentrat ed than expect ed
from market models.

II. ENs are economic inter actions shaped by ascr ibed or
pr imordial relationships
Do network str uctures (or commitments) have causal
impact?
But “primordial” blurs the distinction between ENs and
SNs.

III. ENs as str uctures of mutual orient ation
(I and II are subsets of III)

IV. Increasing ly, the str uctures of inter-fir m or ientation
designed to be or thogonal to market exchange.
To meet needs unmet by market exchange (e.g. Dixit &
Br andenburger ’s “coopetition”)
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Do ENs have Causal Implications?

No t jus t a pretty picture?
Does the str ucture of the EN have causal implications for the
actors of int eres t?

Two issues (Reag ans et al. 2003):

1. unobser ved heterogeneity, and

2. reverse causality

→ To argue that particular network position confer s adv antage,
it ’s necessar y to show, first, that any obser ved association
between position and success does not reflect underlying
dif ferences in actor “type” or, second, that expect ations of
success did not det ermine the observed network patter n.
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Some Network Metrics (from Tesfatsion/Zhou)

from Graph Theory:

Node = Ver tex; and
Tie = Edge

Vertex Set : V (G) = {1, . . . , N }

Edge Set : E (G), Aij = 1 iff (i , j ) ∈ E (G)

Direct ed Gr aph (DiGr aph) for two-mode network,
and Weight ed Gr aph are possible.
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... continued

Vertex Deg ree: k (v ) = number of ver tices directl y
connect ed to ver tex v

Clus t ering Coefficient : C(v ) =
Actual

To tal possible

— measures how well connected my neighbour ing
vertices are, where Actual = number of connections
among my neighbour ing vertices.

Dis tance Lij = shor tes t pat h lengt h between ver tices i
and j

∴ Char acter istic Pat h Lengt h of Graph G = L(G) = the
av erage of Lij for all i , j in graph G, i ≠ j .
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Proper ties of Graph Models

Path lengt h L(G) Clus t ering C(v )

Regular Longes t Larges t

SWN Shor t Large

Random Shorter Small

Scale-Free Shor tes t Small

Small World Network s (S WN) are resiliant agains t random
failures of ver tices (nodes), but highly vulner able to deliber ate
att acks on hubs (ver tices of high degree k (v )).
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Limit ations (from Girvan)

We need to think more about the inter play between network
topology and dynamics.

Can we find “univer sality classes” with respect to topology and
dynamics?

Can we det ermine which topological features are mos t
impor tant to dif ferent types of dynamics?

• Are network s a fad?

• What are we doing wrong in the field of comple x
network s?

• Where do we go from here?
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Scientific “Fads” from statis tical physics

Their claims have often been over-asser ted:

• Self-org anized cr iticality SOC—a supposed explanation for
why we see power law s in so many natur al systems when
power law s in physics are onl y seen at critical points.

• Econophysics — the application of statis tical physics
toward the underst anding of market patter ns.

• Fr act als — self-similar patter ns obser ved in a var iety of
natur al systems — snowflakes, river network s, forest fires?

• Spin glasses (or spin systems gener ally) applied to neur al
network s, gene regulation, economy, opinion for mation,
war, . . .

• The edge of chaos, EOC

• And network s?
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Are network s a fad? Yes, but . . .

Network results developed by statis tical physicis ts have been
expor ted to other fields, but they hav e not been int egrated wit h
ot her fields.

Network s can still be useful, if . . .

• You hav e knowledge of the system that you are studying

• You hav e a problem that naturall y calls for a network-
based approach. Comple x network s should not be the
answer in search of the problem.

• You under stand that just consider ing the topology of
system int eractions will not magicall y allow you to unify
quantum mechanics and gravity, explain the origin of life,
or elucidate the meaning of life.
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Al Wilhit e remark s ...

There seem to be two types of economic network studies.

First are the theoretical “games on network s” and “network
evolution” studies that use highly abs tract network s embedded
wit h some sort of decision-making crit erion.

The second group includes empir ical paper s that zero in on a
sing le network using volumes of data to map out that actual
network’s str ucture.

Wilhit e & Fong (2009) lies somewhere in between. The theor y
par t of the paper used abstr act network s to simplify potential
relationships which give sugges tions as to what might happen.
These relationships are then tes t ed using data from actual
org anizations, but we do not map out the 400 network s of
these organizations—t hat task is impossible.
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